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In [4], C. Jordan proved a beautiful theorem for finite linear groups. 
It asserts that there is an integer-valued function h(n) defined on the set 
of positive integers such that every finite subgroup G of G&(C) contains 
a normal abelian subgroup A with [G: A] < h(n). The analog of Jordan’s 
theorem for fields of characteristic p was established by Brauer and Feit 
in [3]. In this note, we are going to determine the structure of linear torsion 
groups using Jordan’s (Brauer-Feit’s) theorem. 
First, we recall a well known result on linear torsion groups. For con- 
venience, we put it in the following lemma. 
LEMMA 1. Let K be any field, and G be a jnitely generated torsion subgroup 
of GL,(K). Then G is$nite. 
Now we are ready to generalize Jordan’s (Brauer-Feit’s) theorem to 
linear torsion groups. Our main result is the following theorem. 
THEOREM A. There is an integer-valued function p(n) defined on the set 
of positive integers uch that every torsion subgroup G of GL,(@) has a normal 
abelian subgroup A with [G: A] < r(n). 
However the analog of the theorem for fields of characteristic p should 
be modified slightly. 
THEOREM A’. Let p be a prime number. There exists an integer-valued 
function dm, n) = ps(m, n) such that if K is a $eld of characteristic p and 
if G is a torsion subgroup of GL,(K) whose p-subgroups have order at most pm, 
then G has a normal abeliun subgroup A with [G: A] < p(m, n). 
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Proof. We shall prove Theorem A and A’ at the same time. Let F be 
an algebraically closed field of characteristic o (resp., characteristic p) and 
G C GL,(F) such that G is torsion (resp., G is a torsion group whose 
p-subgroups have order at most pm if p # 0). There is always a countable 
subgroup H of G such that H and G have the same Zariski closure in 
GL,(F). Let H = {h, ,..., hj ,... } and Hz be the subgroup generated by 
h i ,..., hl . Clearly we have an ascending sequence of groups HI, Hz ,.,. 
and H = u1 Hl . By Lemma 1, all the groups Hl (h = I,2 ,...) are finite. 
Moreover the Sylow p-subgroup of Hz has order at most pm if p # 0. Hence, 
by Jordan’s (resp., Brauer-Feit’s) theorem, there is an integer X(n) (resp., 
x(m, n)) depending on rr (resp., m, a, p) only such that Hl has a normal 
abelian subgroup A, consisting of semisimple elements with [H,: AL] < h(n) 
(resp., [H,: A,] < x(m, n)). It follows that the groups & = A, a-* AZ 
(1 = 1, 2,...) are all solvable. By a theorem of Zassenhaus [6], the degree of 
solvability of solvable groups of GL,(F) is bounded. Hence, the group 
S = (Jr SI is a solvable group. We claim that [H: Is] < X(n) (resp., 
[H: SJ < h(m, n)). Let {xi ,..., xt} be any finite subset of H with x;lxj $ S 
for i # j. Since H = u1 Hi, {xi ,..., xt} is contained in some H, . As 
S1 C Hz , x;‘x, +! S, for i # j. One concludes readily that t < X(n) (resp., 
t < x(m, n)). Hence, [H: S] < h(n) (resp., <h(m, n)), and H contains a 
normal solvable subgroup T with finite index in H. Let T,, be the identity 
component of the Zariski closure T* of T in GL,(F). Clearly H normalizes 
T, , hence so does G. Moreover, the Zariski closure G* of G equals HT, 
and [G*: TO] is finite. Since T is torsion, solvable, and consists of semisimple 
elements, T0 is a torus. Therefore, G contains a normal diagonalizable 
subgroup D of finite index in G. Let V = F* and V = @$=, Vi be the 
direct sum decomposition of V into weight spaces with respect to D. If 
s = 1, D consists of scalar multiplications, hence is central in G. Let 
-kl ,***, g,.} be a full representative set of G/D and L = (gl ,...,g,) be the 
group generated by g, ,..., g, . By Lemma 1, L is finite. Moreover the Sylow 
p-subgroup of L has order at most plra if p # 0. L has a normal abelian 
subgroup B with [L: B] < x(n) (resp., [L: B] < h(m, n)). Clearly G = L * D 
and A = B . D is normal abelian in G and [G: A] < x(n) (resp., <X(m, n)). 
If s > 1, G permutes the weight spaces Vi . Hence G has a normal subgroup 
Gi leaving invariant all weight spaces Vi (1 < i < s) and [G: Gi] < s!. 
By induction on n, Gi has a normal abelian subgroup A, with [G,: A,] < 
J-J:-, p(rz$) (resp., <J-J;=, p(m, ni)) where lzi = dim(Vi) (1 < i f s). It 
follows easily that G has a normal abelian subgroup A such that [G: A] < 
s!(nyI: p(j))“! (resp., <s!(J-JyL1 p(m, j))8!). Now let 
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By what we have proved, p(n) and p(m, n) have the desired property. 
COROLLARY. Let I’ be a discrete torsion subgroup of GL(n, C). Then r is 
jkzite. 
Proof. By the preceding theorem, F has a normal abelian subgroup A 
with finite index in I’. Since A is abelian and discrete, one concludes readily 
that A is finitely generated. Hence by Lemma 1, A is finite, therefore r is 
finite. 
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